
Metuchen Soccer Club
Recreation Program for Kindergarten.

Weeks 1-10

Fall 2021



Season Coaching Structure
Week 1: Dribbling

Week 2: Turning

Week 3: Turning

Week 4: Dribbling 1v1

Week 5: Ball Control

Week 6: Short Passing

Week 7: Pass and Move

Week 8: Shooting

Week 9: Receiving the Ball on the Ground

Week 10: Scrimmage Series

Session Structure (Minutes)
Organize and Warm Up (10): 9:00 AM - 9:10 AM

Skill Building 1 (16): 9:11 AM - 9:27 AM

Skill Building 2 (16): 9:28 AM - 9:44 AM

Skill Building 3 (18): 9:45 AM - 10:03 AM

The Big Game (26): 10:04 AM - 10:30 AM



STAGE 5  Kindergarten–1st Grade

NAME
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EQUIPMENT NUMBER

NOTES

CONES (s) CONES (t) PINNIESGOALS BALLS OTHER

DATE MM/DD/YY

ACTIVITY DIAGRAMS COACHING POINTS

INTRO: CHEER

© Super Soccer Stars. Any copy, duplication, or distribution of this material is strictly prohibited and in violation of the U.S. Copyright Act of 1976, as amended, 17 
U.S.C. § 101 et seq. Replication or dissemination of the contents of this Manual in any form is illegal and could result in severe penalties.

 use car references: 
start car (roll ball back 
and forth), rev motor 
(roll sideways), honk 
horn in traffic (toe 
touches on the ball), 
windshield wipers 
(scissors move)

 head up to avoid 
traffic
 encourage technique 
and speed of 
movement as players 
get comfortable
 squeeze ball between 
feet to jump over 
speed bump

 encourage players to 
find space 
 keep the ball close 
when maneuvering 
away from pullers   
 players without tail 
must have possession 
of the ball while trying 
to “pull the tail”

 when dribbling 
forward into space, 
take space quickly, 
but be patient in traffic

 remember to use 
teammates and 
communicate
 encourage dribbling 
into space

RECAP: CHEER

SOCCER SCRIMMAGE: 4V4 
(single directional, single ball) No Restrictions

SKILL BUILDING:
SPEED BuMPS 
Lay cones down sporadically around the grid; ball per player. Avoid 
dribbling into the speed bumps, progress to car references in the above 
activity at each cone (honk horn at the speed bump, windshield wipers, 
rev motor).

TAILGATING 
Set up a small grid, ball per player dribbling; half of the players tuck a 
pinnie into back of shorts with long tail hanging out. Players without 
pinnies attempt to pull out tail, keep it, tuck in to back of shorts and 
continue game.

OPTIONS GAME 
Set up medium size grid for a 4v4 game with 4 balls simultaneously. 
Start with 2 balls per team, to score player must either dribble to knock 
the end line cone over or shoot on the flank (side) goals.

STRETCHES: STATIC - APPENDIX B

WARM UP: TRAFFIC LIGHTS
Red light, green light with a finish line 
Set up an area with a ball per player, coach calls out gives light changes, 
using red and green colored flat cones then progress to hand signals to 
encourage dribbling with head up.

Develop dribbling skills with close control when having your head up.
Lesson Plan Week 1 - Dribbling
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RECAP: CHEER

 stop ball before move 
for quicker mechanic 
development
 encourage correct 
move at each cone to 
ensure concentration
 use sole of the foot 
for drag back

outside of foot for hook

 sole of foot for drag 
back
 plant foot near ball for 
balance
 emphasize quality 
drag back, reach the 
ball before it stops 
moving

 begin hook before 
reaching the cone.
 build up speed slowly
 stay in control
 plant foot is used for 
balance
 hook with outside 
of foot

 use sole of foot, 
create an angle with 
2nd touch, finish on 
3rd touch
 successful technique 
helps build speed

 encourage drag backs 
and hooks during final 
gameSOCCER SCRIMMAGE: 4V4 

(single directional, single ball)  
No restrictions

SKILL BUILDING:
TuRNING SHuTTLES 
Set up 3 cones 4-6yd apart in a line with players 4-6yd away from each 
end. 1st player in line shuttles (dribbles to first cone, drag back to line, 
drag back to 2nd cone, back to line, dribble across to the opposite side), 
first player in lines shuttles, etc…

Xy AXIS
Set up 4 starting cones with 1 cone in the middle; player dribbles to 
center cone, outside hooks to the right and continues to outside cone, 
Progression: Cryuff turn

DRAG BACK AND SHOOT
Set up 4 goals on end lines 12yd from center, Set up 4 balls centrally in 
a pile with 4 players around; central players drag ball back towards goal 
and finish, back to center and continue for 1 minute. Use extra players 
to gather balls quickly. 

STRETCHES: STATIC - APPENDIX B

WARM UP: DRAG BACK & OuTSIDE HOOK
Drag back next to the tall cone; outside hook around the small cone, 
dribble with different surfaces.

INTRO: CHEER

Develop turning skills in order to change different directions.
Lesson Plan Week 3 - Turning
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 coach wins ball, 
player becomes part 
of the chain
 dribble with speed 
when space is 
available, dribble to 
space when none is 
in front

 develops quick 
reflexes and transition
 dribble for speed
 no slide tackling from 
behind
 vary the starting 
conditions (i.e. knee 
on ball, players sitting, 
toe touches)

 shoulder feint before 
reaching the cone
 approach center 
cone with short quick 
touches on the ball
 dribble with speed to 
the goal

 attack the defender’s 
front foot in order to 
put them off-balance
 add a short time limit 
to encourage speed 
of thought

 use multiple goals if 
players have difficulty 
scoring

SOCCER SCRIMMAGE: 4V4 
(single directional, single ball)  

No restrictions

SKILL BUILDING:
CHASE THEM DOwN
Set up a center line and end zones on either side, each player pair 
splitting a cone. On coach command, 1 team dribbles ball into end zone 
with other team chasing as a defender without the ball.

MOVING MIRRORS
Set up 3 cones in a line, 10yd apart, players with ball (attacker) at one 
end, players without ball (defender) at the other; attacker dribble at 
middle cone and breaks quickly towards either goal, defender reacts and 
tries to defend the goal.

1V1 CONTINuOuS
Set up small field with goals and outside players with balls ready to 
dribble on when goal is scored with quick rotations. Player who scores 
stays then the next player dribbles into play.

STRETCHES: STATIC - APPENDIX B

WARM UP: GAuNTLET CHAIN:
Set up medium size grid with all players with a ball spread across. 
Players dribble across quickly to avoid the coach.

Develop dribbling skills with speed to beat a defender.
Lesson Plan Week 4 - Dribbling 1v1 
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 controlling part should 
be soft like a shock 
absorber
 keep ball close on 
first touch out of 
the air
 be careful where you 
throw your ball

 use chest, head, thigh 
and foot 
 alert, alive and ready
 vary service from high 
to low
 return ball with a pass 
or a soft volley

 1st touch in direction 
of target
 dribble or pass to 
return service
 rotate clockwise, then 
counterclockwise

 max 3 touch
 good balance is the 
key 
 guide the ball with 
first touch, prepare 
with second, and 
shoot with third
 be aggressive when 
checking to the ball

 coach can serve balls 
in the air from midfield 
when ball is out of 
play

SOCCER SCRIMMAGE: 4V4 
(single directional, single ball)  
No restrictions

SKILL BUILDING:
BERMuDA TRIANGLE
Don’t get dizzy while you’re working on controlling balls coming from 
the points of the triangle. Each point of the triangle is a server with a 
number, coach calls number and working player turns to that number to 
receive ball in the air and pass back on the ground. Continue for 30-60 
seconds and rotate.

OKAy CORRAL
Set up a medium-large grid with gates on each side, group of 4 in 
the middle, each goal with a server; throw ball from near goal, worker 
receives and returns ball with a pass or dribble (must be quick) 3 touch 
max on the pass

OKAy CORRAL SHOOTING GALLERy
Add goals in place of the gates from the above grid; same service, 
worker shoots on target; max 3 touch, rotate clockwise and change.

STRETCHES: STATIC - APPENDIX B

WARM UP: 2 ON SHOE, 3 ON KNEE
Coach calls number, player low throws ball in the air to bring down with 
the foot or the thigh 
1. Ball in hand 
2. Control with your shoe  
3. Control with your knee 
4. 1 juggle on the floor

Develop close ball control with all parts of the body.
Lesson Plan Week 5 - Ball Control   
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 Lock ankle toe 
pointing out and up 
slightly
 Using inside of foot, 
strike ball with smooth 
swing and follow 
through like a golf putt
 Using outside of 
foot, slice and follow 
through across body 
(slice)

 Ready position (alert, 
alive, ready)
 1 & 2 touch passes
 Keep the ball on the 
ground
 Emphasize smooth 
movements

 Keep the ball moving
 All pairs must 
complete a pass 
through the tunnel
 Be the first pair to 
pass through the 
tunnel

 Receiving team needs 
players facing each 
other to complete

 Emphasize the pass 
over the dribbleSOCCER SCRIMMAGE: 4V4 

(single directional, single ball)  
No restrictions

SKILL BUILDING:
yO-yO
Set up gates 2-5yds apart, pairs passing back and forth through the 
same gate. Vary 1 and 2 touch passes, for advanced players,  
Progression: Touch the cone between passes or have pairs switch 
gates after set number of passes. 

ROAMING GOALS
Remove the gates from the previous grid, have the players pass in pairs 
while moving around the grid; coach carries 2 Pugg goals then puts 
them down with the back end and front end up (creating a tunnel) for the 
passing pairs to pass through; once all pairs have cleared the tunnel, 
coach picks Pugg up and roams around; continue this for points.

SOCCER TENNIS
using cones set up a midline (net) and 2 baselines, divide team in half, 1 
team on each side of the net; begin with service (pass) from the baseline 
through net (if ball hits a cone, 1 point for receiving team); each team has 
3 passes to complete before passing back through the net.  
Progression: Balls in the air over the net.

STRETCHES: STATIC - APPENDIX B

WARM UP: DOuBLE TROuBLE
One pair of partners passing a ball in a medium grid; remaining pairs 
connected with pinnie, points earned when ball is passed into the 
connected pair; rotate after time or 3 points scored.

Develop short passing skills along the ground with accuracy.
Lesson Plan Week 7 - Short Passing  
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 plant foot pointed 
towards target (anticipate 
“dodgers” on the move)
 toe out and up slightly, 
contact ball with inside 
of foot
 get all the “dodgers” to 
join team quickly

 technique: toe out and 
up slightly, follow through 
ball like a putter
 begin to build speed 
once technique is 
mastered

 the attacking player must 
balance between moving 
quickly to receive the ball 
and being composed 
when on the ball to make 
an accurate pass
 rotate upon success and 
fatigue (30-45 sec)

 4v4 similar to basketball 
without dribbling, teams 
must pass and move to 
advance the ball
 goals are not mandatory, 
end zones are also 
effective

 encourage players to 
“open the game” with 
passes and movement
 keeping possession of 
the ball with quick passes 
opens the defense and 
eases

SOCCER SCRIMMAGE: 4V4 
After completing a pass, the player must jog 3 Yards Into space.  
Progression: No Restrictions.

SKILL BUILDING:
STATE TO STATE 
Pass through the tunnels to go from State to State and back. Keep track 
of your trips and be the most traveled team> PUGG flipped around 
create a tunnel, teams in pairs pass the ball through the PUGG tunnel 
and then next to tunnel.

PASS AND MOVE
Set up 2 feeder players 10 yards on either side of a defended channel 
or goal. The attacker moves to the ball side on an angle, receives ball 
and passes to opposite feeder through the channel without defender 
blocking pass. 

TEAM HANDBALL
Keep possession of the ball while passing with your hands; cannot run 
more than 3 steps with the ball; vary scoring method (toss for header, 
volley, etc)

STRETCHES: STATIC - APPENDIX B

WARM UP: DODGE BALL  
Surround the grid with balls, have 1-2 players with a ball passing at the 
“dodgers,” who if they get hit become passers, unless they control the 
ball, then replace the ball on the side and continue dodging; play until 
all “dodgers” have been hit, replay with the winning “dodger” as the first 
passer

Develop passing and movement off the ball (support play).
Lesson Plan Week 8 - Pass and Move 
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 Toe pointed away from 
shin
 Limited bend in the 
ankle
 Keep the ball low on the 
toss and volley

 Keep the ball close to 
the ground by keeping 
shoulders over and 
planted leg slightly bent
 Toe pointed away from 
shin, limited bend at 
ankle, contact near the 
inner lace area on shoe
 Using Pugg goals 
encourages low shots

 Rapid fire
 Keep shoulders over 
ball, planted leg slightly 
bent

 Accuracy is power
 low far post shots are 
difficult for the goalie
 follow thru with head 
down, land on shooting 
foot

 Using a large space 
or less players allows 
more time for shooting

SOCCER SCRIMMAGE: 4V4 
(single directional, single ball)  
No restrictions

SKILL BUILDING:
STATIONARy GOALIE 
Set 2 cones 4-8 yards apart act as a goal with pinnie as a gk, for a pair 
of players with 1 ball 5-8 yards on each side of the goal; strike the ball 
back and forth through the goal, avoiding the pinnie.

SHOOTING GALLERy 
Set 4 goals facing out with players 5-10 yards around the perimeter 
shooting continuously; coach rotates around goals trying to deflect the 
shots. Shooters keep track of goals and play for time.

 

RECEIVE AND SHOOT:
Set a goal on an end line, with half of the players near the post with a 
ball, the other half 12-18 yards away in line with the post. Player passes 
ball with laces to shooting player who receives ball and shoots within 
2-3 touches (both players change lines).

STRETCHES: STATIC - APPENDIX B

WARM UP: LACES DRIBBLE 
Players dribble using laces and outside of foot (both), on “coach shout” 
sit down for laces volley with each foot, progress: multiple volleys 
(juggle) if successful.

Develop shooting skills using the laces.
Lesson Plan Week 9 - Shooting
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 all passes to on the 
ground
 flippers receive ball 
close and stationary
 pin ballers control ball 
and immediately take 
in a direction

 inside players pass 
within 3-4 touches, 
receive ball by 
taking 1st touch in a 
direction

 3 outs teams change 
over
 play innings and make 
certain everyone has a 
chance to bat

 keep possession of 
the ball until a clear 
opening for the score 
appears
 defenders cannot run 
through the center of 
the grid

 encourage finding the 
free player with a firm 
pass (will promote 
close control)

SOCCER SCRIMMAGE: 4V4 TO GOALS
Complete 3 passes before scoring unless turn over in attacking half (can 
go straight to goal).

Remove conditions for last 5-10 

SKILL BUILDING:
AROuND THE CLOCK 
Set up a circle (clock) in the corners of a grid, if they keep close control 
upon receiving pass from the inside players find another player (number). 
How many times can you go around the clock?.

KICKBALL 
All feet no hands; pitcher passes, batter kicks ball on the ground (in the 
air is a strike) runs the bases, all the way around is homerun. Fielders 
receive and pass to base ahead of runner for an out, or score in the goal 
behind home plate if the runner is off the base.

4V4 TEE’S
Set 4-6 disks with balls tee’d up centered in a grid; knock ball off with a 
pass to score, both teams try to score simultaneously.

STRETCHES: STATIC - APPENDIX B

WARM UP: PINBALL 
Outside players act as flippers, inside players dribble around grid looking 
for flipper to bounce ball off; flipper tries to control pass and return pass 
to dribbling player.

INTRO: CHEER

Develop close control (1st touch) with both feet under pressure.
Lesson Plan Week 10 - Receiving the Ball on the Ground  
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 4 P’s 
Pressure 
Position 
Patience 
Predictable
 Quick, Slow, Sideways, 
Low

 be brave!
 force dribbler’s in a 
direction (make shot 
predictable)
 ”I’ve got ball!”

 low stance and sideways 
poke tackles
 quick lateral movement
 use arms for balance and 
strength

 head on a swivel to 
see attackers sneaking 
around the corner
 be brave!
 block shooting lanes by 
creating a wall with legs

 encourage defending
 stay on the topic

SOCCER SCRIMMAGE: 4V4 
(single directional, single ball)  
No restrictions

SKILL BUILDING:
BLOCK THE BOwLERS 
Set up 4 corner goals (triangle shape) with tall cones; 1 defender/goal, 
ball/player inside the 18x15yd grid; players dribble and try to kick down 
the cones by hitting them with the ball. Defenders block ball from hitting 
cones.

GAuNTLET
Set up a narrow defensive zone (black stars) for defensive sliding and 
goals on either end of a 15x10yd grid. 1 ball/attacker tries to dribble thru 
the defender’s zone (gauntlet). 

DEFEND THE FORT
Set up a 5x5yd grid with 4 PUGG back to back in the center; 4 
defenders each defend a side of the grid, 4 attackers dribble around 
looking for a shooting lane, emphasize communication between 
defenders.

STRETCHES: STATIC - APPENDIX B

WARM UP: EVERyBODy SuRFING NOw 
Set up 15x15yd grid, ball/player; on coaches command, stop ball (sole 
of the foot), breakdown staggered defensive stance (surf stance), switch 
feet, apply pressure, relax pressure, poke tackle.

Develop defending skills on how to apply pressure on the ball.
Lesson Plan Week 11 - Defending 1v1 
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Final Week of Recreation: Scrimmage Series

5:00 - 5:05 (5): Stretching and Warmups

5:06 - 5:13 (8): Numbers

5:14 - 5:15 (2): Water Break

5:16 - 5:24 (8): Dynamic Numbers

5:25 - 5:26 (2): Water Break

5:27 - 5:29 (3): Focus on Passing during Play

5:30 - 5:34 (5): Work on Skill of the Week - Ball Control and Passing

5:35 - 5:50 (15): Scrimmage

Numbers: Split kids into two even teams and line them up on opposite ends of the field next to

the goals (can be spread out). Kids are each given a number 1, 2, 3, etc… (try to make these

numbers even with the other team so 1 and 1 are matched up evenly). Numbers are given to

every player on both teams, one ball is placed in front of each goal. The ball closest to each

team is their ball and they are trying to score on the opposite net. When everyone is set up, the

coach says “Ready, Set, 1” and both 1’s are trying to score before the other player scores, you

cannot block the other team, no defense at all for these rounds. Once a goal is scored all

players and balls are returned to their original spot and the coach calls the next group.

Dynamic Numbers: Same as normal numbers but this time the coach is going to call out 2

numbers “Ready, Set, 1, 2”. First number is offense and the second number is defense. It will

look like a 1v1 game at each end. First team to score a goal wins that round. Coaches can call

more numbers to help score on offense at their discretion.

Scrimmage: Coaches have freedom to run this game however can be most effective to help the

athletes grow.


